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SECOND SESSION
SESSION EXAM (50 MARKS)
I. READING (28 MARKS)
I

I

(A) Reading comprehension (20 Marks)
Read the following passage then answer the questions below:
Many people like travelling and visiting other countries. Fatima is one of them. She is
from Kuwait. She is eleven years old. She wants to visit the United Arab Emirates. She watched
many programmes about the Emirates on TV. She also read some books about the seven
Emirates. She has never been there before. Some of her friends visited that Iitii1u country.
They told her that it is a wonderful country. The two Emirates she really likes to visLt first are
Abu Dhabi and Dubai. Fatima's family will spend two weeks in the Emirates in summer.
Abu Dhabi is the capital and the biggest Emirate. Dubai is the most beaut I liii and famous
one. The neighbour countries of the Emirates are Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Oman. It lies on the
Arabian Gulf. Its population is about 2.5 million people. The colours of its flag are red, green,
white and black. Its National Day is on 2nd December. 156
A. Choose the correct answer from a, b c and d : (5 x 4 = 20 m)
1-The main idea of the passage is .............................
a) Visiting another country

b) The colours of the flag

c) The best books to read

d) The biggest Emirate

2- Fatima and her family are from ..............................
a) Saudi Arabia

b) Emirates

c) Kuwait

d) Oman

3- The underlined word there in paragraph 1 refers to .............................
a) Arabian Gulf

b) neighbour countries

b) Qatar

d) Emirates

4- The opposite of the word biggest in paragraph 2 i.......................
a) smallest

b) fastest

c) saddest

d) largest

5- Fatima watched many programmes about the Emirates on TV because she wants to............
a) buy books

b) visit it

c) draw its flag

d) write about it
-,
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(V'
B)Vocabulary (8Marks)
Fill in the caps with the suitable word from the list: (4 x 2 = 8 m)
(fantastic / Geography / really I grow / reflect)
..... -•--.:.•..
•:.•

6- Geography helps us to know about different countries of the world.
----

7-I spent a fantastic holiday with my family in England last year.
8-I don't really like watching TV. I prefer playing sports.
9- My father likes to grow flowers and plants in our small garden.
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II. Writing (22 Marks)
A) Writing (18 Marks)
Write a short paragraph of (_6 ) sentences about" A Mall In Kuwait"
The following guidewords may help you: (18 in)
went / family / Mall / restaurants / shops / fantastic / shopping
A Mall in Kuwait
exposition of ideas, paragraphing and number of sentences

14

Spelling and grammar

2

Handwriting and punctuation.

2
/

(B) Grammar (4 Marks)

\

Do as required between brackets: (4 x 1 = 4 m)
(Make passive)

10- The little girl cleans the room.
The room is cleaned.

(Complete)

11- Your younger sister is a teacher.................
Your younger sister is a teacher, isn't she?
12- Kuwait is (small) than Saudi Arabia.

(i
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(Correct)

Kuwait is smaller than Saudi Arabia.
13- No, I haven't been to Oman yet.
Have you been to Oman, yet?

(Ask a question)

